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SOME ONE-SIDED THEOREMS ON THE TAIL DISTRIBUTION

OF SAMPLE SUMS WITH APPLICATIONS TO THE LAST TIME

AND LARGEST EXCESS OF BOUNDARY CROSSINGS
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Y. S. CHOW(l) AND T. L. LAI(2)

ABSTRACT.  In this paper, we prove certain one-sided Paley-type ine-

qualities and use them to study the convergence rates for the tail probabili-

ties of sample sums. We then apply our results to find the limiting moments

and the limiting distribution of the last time and the largest excess of bound-

ary crossings for the sample sums, generalizing the results previously ob-

tained by Robbins, Siegmund and Wendel. Certain one-sided limit theorems

for delayed sums are also obtained and are applied to study the convergence

rates of tail probabilities.

1. Introduction.  Let X., X2, ... be i.i.d. random variables, and let S

= Xj + • • • + Xn, S0 = X0 = 0. If FXj = 0, then for any e > 0, P[\SJ > en]

converges to 0 as tz —> «>. The rate at which the above convergence takes

place, and more generally, the rate of convergence for P[\S  | > £rza], a>l/2,

have been studied by a number of authors. In [l], Baum and Katz have proved

that for any p > 1/a, a>l/2, the following statements are equivalent:

(1.1) £nïa-2P[\Sn\>ena]<«,    for all <r>0,

(1.2) J^npa~2p\ sup\Sk/ka\>c\ <«>    foralle>0,
Lk>n -I

(1.3) E|X1|i'<0o,    and for the case  a < 1,    EXj = 0.

The analogous situation corresponding to the limiting case   a = l/2 has been

considered in [ll], where it is proved that, for any p > 2, the following state-

ments are equivalent:
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(L4) ElX^Üog+IXjl +l)-*/2<oo    and    £X1=0,

(1.5) £ np/2-2P[\Sn\ > ein log tz)H] < «    for ail large e,

(1.6) Js\n*/2-*p\sv.p\Sk/(k log kíA\ > el < ~    for ail largt
Lk>n J

e e.

It is natural to ask whether there are corresponding one-sided analogues

of the above results. For example, if 1/2 < a < 1 and X., X., ... are i.i.d.

random variables with EX. = 0 and E(XJ)P < oo for some p > l/a, then is

it always true that 2 tz*"*-  P[S   > ena] < <» for all e > 0? The answer to this

question turns out to be negative, as will be shown in §2 by a counterexam-

ple. However, if we also assume that EX j < oo, then the answer becomes af-

firmative. In fact, the following result has been established in [2].   Let

E|X1|r<«) for some 1 < r < 2, E(x\)p < «. for some p>r and EX, = 0. If

ar > 1, then

(1.7) 21nPa~2pl max  sk>{n"\<00   f°ralle>0.
Ll<k<n J

The additional requirement E|Xj|r < oo  is a natural assumption, for without

it, P[S   > ena] may even converge to 1 under EX j = 0 and E(Xl)p < oo for

all p, as our counterexample shows. In §3, we shall obtain a sharper version

of (1.7). A corresponding one-sided analogue of (1.5) and (1.6) under the as-

sumption EXj = 0, EX\ < ~ and E(x\)p(log(2 + x\))~p/2 < «. will also be

given in §4.

The series considered in (1.7) is closely related to the moments of the

last time and of the largest excess of certain boundary crossings for the se-

quence Xn and for the sequence of partial sums S .  More specifically, let

us define

T(i, a) = sup|«>l: 5n>fna}      (sup 0 = 0),

(1.8)

Me, a)aSup(Sn-(na),

TZ>0

Tjie, a) = supJTZ > 1 : Xn > fTzaj,

MAe, a) = sup(X   - ena).
1 á    n

TZ>0

In §5, we shall consider the relations between the series in (1.7) and

E(T(e, a))p"~\ TftT'e, a))*""1, E(M(e, a))(**"»^ and E(MlU, a))(pa-1)/a.

Our results here extend those found in [3], [8l, [9l and [15].
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In §3, to sharpen the relation (1.7), we shall prove the following inequality:

If EXj = 0 and EXj < oo,  then for a > 1/2 and p > 1/a,

(1.9) £  npa~2p\ max  Sk>J\<C    \EÍX¡)p + (EX2Ypa-^/^2a-1)},
n=l Ll<k<n J

where Cp _   is a universal constant depending only on p  and a. In fact, we

shall derive a slightly more general inequality where we consider E|Xj|r in

place of EXj  for some  1 < r < 2. The inequality (1.9) has some interesting

applications in connection with the last time Tie, a) and the largest excess

zM(e, a) of boundary crossings. In §6, we shall show that as ejO,

(1.10) £2/'2a-»T(f,a)-ir*(a),

(1-11) el/Ö*J>Hfe, a)-£*iM*(a),

where  '!—-—I' denotes convergence in distribution, and

T*(a) = sup {/ > 0 : Wit) > ta \,      M*(a) - sup iW(t) - ta)

i>0

and W(t), t > 0, is the standard Wiener process. Using the inequality (1.9),

we easily obtain that if E(Xj )p < oo for some p > 2, then

(1.12) lim í2(Pa-l)/(2a-l)E(T(e; a)y>a-l m E{T*{a))»«-1,
eiO

« , «        lim e <>a-l)/U(2a-l)}£(M(e> a))(í.a-l)/a = E(M*(a)Ypa-»/a.
(I.Í3)        (L0

The inequality (1.9) enables us to simplify the proof and extend the result of

Robbins, Siegmund and Wendel [15] and Kao [8] who in connection with cer-

tain statistical applications have considered the limiting relations (1.10),

(1.11), (1.12) and (1.13) in the case a = 1.

The one-sided inequality (1.9) obviously implies the corresponding two-

sided result:   If EXj = 0, EXj < oo, a > 1/2 and p > 2, then

(1.14) £  tz^pT max |S.| > rzal < CHjE\X,\* + (BX?)<»«-»'«»-»|.
¿Ti ll<k<n    *  -     J ~    p'a * 1

The above upper bound is sharp in the sense that a corresponding lower

bound also holds:

(1.15)1+ f;   TZ^-2P[ISn|>Tza]>BpjE|X1|i' + (EX2)^-1V(2a-l)}i
T2=l

We shall refer to the inequalities (1.14) and (1.15) as Paley-type inequalities

because of their resemblance to Paley's theorem which connects the type of

integrability of a function with the rate of convergence of its Fourier coeffi-
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cients (cf. [17, Vol. 2, p. 121]). The proof of (1.15) together with other re-

lated results and applications will be presented in another paper.

2. A counterexample.  Let 0 < 8 < 2 and define iff(x) = |*|-2(log|x|)

for x < -c, and let a, b, c be positive numbers such that c > e and

a i      \jj(x)dx + b = I,      a j    cx\jj(x)dx + b = 0.

Suppose Xj, X2, ...  are i.i.d. random variables with P[Xj = l] = b and

P[X1 < x] = a f_xx <f/(x)dx for x < -c. Then EXl = 0 and EiX^)* < oo for all

p > 1. Let X'n a X„'[Xn>_„(log n)-8/2] - S'„ = X\ + * * • + X'„- lt is easy t0 see

that

(2.1) p[xn 4 x'n i.o.] = 0,

(2.2) ES'n ~(a/8)n(logn)-%    asrz^oo,

(2.3) o(5;) = (varS;)1/2~(£z/2)1/2Tz(logTz)-1/2-3S/4    as tz ^ oo.

Since 8 < 1/2 + 3S/4, it follows from (2.2) and (2.3) that a(S'n) = o(ES'n).

Therefore using the Tchebychev inequality, it is easy to see that S  /(ES )

—► 1. This, together with (2.1), in turn implies that

(2.4) (8/a)Sn(logn)S/nJ^l.

Hence limf!_>30 P[Sn > ena] = 1 for any 1 > a > 1/2, and so in contrast with

(1.1), S n~lP[S > ena] = °o. It is interesting to note that in the case a = 1,

2 n    P[S   > erz] < oo  for all e > 0 by Spitzer's theorem [16].

We remark that our counterexample also gives a negative answer to the

following question. The Marcinkiewicz-Zygmund strong law of large numbers

states that if X,, X2, ... are i.i.d. with EXj = 0 and HjX j| ^ < oo for some

1 £ P < 2, then rz~    pSn —> 0 a.e.    It is natural to ask whether the one-sided

analogue, i.e., lim supn_oo n~VpSn < 0 a.e., would hold if EX, = 0 and

E(Xl)p < oo.  We note that this fails to hold in our example, since (2.4) im-

plies that

/2 .r-. lim s\ip(8/a)S (log tz) /tz > 1    a.e
>     '^' n—.OO

3. A one-sided Paley-type inequality and its application to the conver-

gence rate of tail probabilities.  Let X,, X-, ... be a sequence of random

variables. Henceforth we shall use the following notation:   For any real num-

bers t, r> 1,
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Sa V X.,      S, a  max S .,      X, -   maxX.,
1   ft   '      '   i</s« ;       '   isysj   '

(3.1)

Sr.t=        Ç,      */'     5r.i » .ma*  5r.,'     S0 = 50 = X0 = X0 = °'

We first prove an inequality of which (1.9) is a special case.

Theorem 1. Suppose X,, X,, ... are i.i.d. with EXj = 0 and E|X1|r<oo

for some   1 < r < 2. Lei a > l/r «rzzi p >l/a.  T7>erz there exists a universal

constant C\       > 0 depending only on p,ct and r such that

£   rz^-2P[Jn > TZa] < C      ¿EQty + (E|X1|0(>*-1)/(m-1>|.
n=l

Proof. Let & be the smallest positive integer > (pa - l)/(ra - 1).  We

note that

P[S   >Tza]<P[X   > 8a/(2*)] + PU  >Tza, X   <b7(2A)]
n — — n n — « —

(3 2)
< tzP[Xj > «7(2*)] + P[Sn > Tza, Xn < »7(2*)1.

For each fixed tz, define

t1 = rj* . inf {/ > 1:  S  > b7(2*)1,

r, = r<n>=inf,/>l: 5r  ..-J.   >«7(2*)|, etc.

Without loss of generality, we can assume that E|Xj| 4 0. Since EXj = 0, it

follows from the Chung-Fuchs theorem that P[rt < oo] = 1. Also r,, r2, ...

are i.i.d. random variables. Hence

P[Sn > na, Xn < na/i2k)] < P[rx + • •. f rfe < tz]

(3.3)
< P*tfj < tz] = Pk[Sn > na/(2k)].

Now there exist positive constant Af and B    depending only on r such that

P[S   > na/i2k)] < A i2k)rn-TaE\Sjr    (cf. [4, p. 317])
(3.4)

KBjàkYn-bar-KElXj)'.

The last inequality above follows from the Marcinkiewicz-Zygmund inequali-

ties (cf. [13]). Letting X= k-ipa- 2)/(ra - 1), we have A > l/(ra - 1)

and it follows from (3.4) that if ElXjl'^ 1, then
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£ Tz"a-2P*[5n>Tz7(2A)]<^ia>r(E|X1|0t £ «-^~-1>
nra-l>£|Xi|r „ra-1>E|X1|r

(3.5) <C       (B|X.|r)*-X+(1/(w-1))
— ̂ p,a,r    '    1'

= ^.a,r(£lXl|r)(í'a"1)/(ra"1)-

Also obviously

£ npa-2Pk[S~n>na/(2k)]< £ npa--2

(3.6) »w-lSB|Xj|f ««-»SElXjl'

<i/Ptft(E|X1|')(»*-1)/<'»-1);

(3.7) £   «^-1P[X1>Tz7(2A)]<öft     E(XÎ)>.•■■% * — P,fX»r        i

Using (3.2), (3.3), (3.5), (3.6) and (3.7), we then obtain the desired conclu-

sion for the case ElXj' > 1.

If E|Xj|r < 1, then it follows from (3.4) that

£ TZ**-2P*[r >Tz7(2£)]<y        (ElXjIO* ¿  „-A(^-l)

(3.8) »=1 "=1

^^.a.r(ElXllr)Ci'a'1)/(ra"1)-

Hence the desired conclusion also follows in this case.

Corollary. Suppose Xj, X2, ... are i.i.d., EXj = 0 arzfi? E|Xj|r<oo for

some 1 < r < 2. Let a > l/r and p > l/a. Then (1.7) is equivalent to each

of the following statements:

(3.9) E(X\)P < oo.

(3.10) ^npa-2p\snpk-aSk>(\ < oo   for all e> 0.
Lk>n ~   J

(3.11) ^)npa-2P[Sn>ena]<oo    for some e>0.

Proof.  Replacing X¿ by X¿/e in Theorem 1, it is easy to see from Theo-

rem 1 that (3.9) =» (1.7). By Lemma 2 in §5 below, (1.7) => (3.10). Obviously

(3.10) =» (3.11). By an argument due to Erdös [5] (see also Lemma 3 below)

we can prove that (3.11) ■* (3.9).
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The results in the above corollary have been partly established in [2] by

different methods. In [2], the case a. = 1/r and p>r for 1 < r < 2 have also

been considered and it is proved that in this case, (3.9) still implies (1.7).

The following one-sided theorem on the convergence rate of tail probabilities

deals with the case a > 1. In this case, when a.p > 1, it follows immediate-

ly from Theorem 3 of [l] and the fact that S < X, + • • • + X while the situ-
* n —     in,

ation ctp = 1 can be proved by using Theorem l(iii) and Lemma 3 of [2].

Theorem 2. Suppose Xj, X2, ... are i.i.d., a >  1  and  ap >  1.   If

E(X A)p < oo, then (1.7) holds, and consequently (3.10) also holds when ap> 1.

We remark that in Theorem 2, the relation (1.7) does not necessarily im-

ply E(Xj )p < oo. To give an example, let 0 < p < 1, a > l/p, y > pa2/(pa-1).

Setting q = pa/\yipa - l)j, we have 0 < q < p.  Choose 0 < v < 1 such that

y < \vipa. - 1)}~ . Let Xv X2, ... be i.i.d. random variables such that E(Xpq

< oo,  E(Xj)^ = oo and X~ has the stable distribution with exponent v,  i.e.,

the Laplace transform of Xj is given by E exp(-AXj) = exp(-Av), À > 0.

Since E(XT)q < oo, it follows from the Marcinkiewicz-Zygmund strong law of

large numbers that

(3.12) lim   n~1/q max(X* + ••• + X*) = 0    a.e.
n-.oo y<n >

In particular, (3.12) holds along the subsequence [mpa/ipa-d + minpa-\

and so

., ,_.       lim   m~^ max (XT + • r • + XT) = 0
(3.13)     „¡-.oo .,ùa/(pa-l).A/(pa-l) '

a.e.

/<!»«"" V"-'+TÎ2

This in turn implies that

(3.14) ¿^ m~ySya/(P«-l\minpa-l) - °    a-e-

where we define S% = Sr<y_<[r] + tX+, and Stf = Zr<idr] + tXj. Now j'^;}

has the same distribution as X", and it is well known that P[X~ < /] =

o(exp(-f~v)) as r 1 0. Since y < \v(pa - l)j-1, it follows from the Borel-

Cantelli lemma that

(3-15) J* m~yS¿l/iP«-l\mV<pa-l) - °°   a'e-

From (3.14) and (3.15), we obtain

(3.16) ^00"2"r5fBÍ,a/(í,a-l)tn2l/(<,a-l) = -00    a'e'

Since a/(pa- 1) <y, (3.16) implies that

ei 17-> lim sup m~a/lpa"1)T „   .,„    ..    . „„    „ <0    a.e.
(3.17) m_V Mpa/(pa-l)    l/(#«-l)-
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By Lemma 3 of [2], (3.17) is equivalent to (1.7). We remark that the above ex-

ample is similar to the one given by Baum [18] in another context.

Thus we have seen that in Theorem 2, (1.7) does not necessarily imply

E(X, )p < oo.   A sufficient condition which would guarantee this implication is

E|Xj| "a < oo.  Under this additional condition, lim  _;x) rzP[Xj > eTza] = 0, and

by the Marcinkiewicz-Zygmund strong law of large numbers, lim        P[S >ena]

= 0. Hence it can then be shown by the Erdös method that, in this case, (1.7)

implies E(X*)P < oo.

4. One-sided limit theorems for delayed sums and their relation to the

convergence rate of tail probabilities.  The quantity Sr    defined in (3.1) is

called a delayed sum for the sequence Xn (cf. [17, Vol. 1, p. 80]). In [21, the

following strong law for delayed sums has been proved:   If Xj, X2, ...  are

i.i.d. with EXj = 0 and ElXj^ < oo for some p > 1, then for every 0 < ß <

min(l, 2/p),

,, ,. lim  n~1/p    max   \S    .1 = 0    a.e.
(4.1) „-.«. .... ß1 n>r

The corresponding one-sided limit theorem has also been obtained:   If E|X,|r

< oo for some  1 < r < 2, E(X 1)p < oo  for some p > r and EXj = 0, then for

every 0 < ß < r/p (or for every 0 < ß < l/p in the case r = 1),

(4.2) Um sup n~l'pS      „<0    a.e.
T2—»oo n,n^

For a.r > 1, obviously (4.2) implies (3.17) which is in turn equivalent to (1.7).

Thus based on the equivalence between (1.7) and (3.17) which holds for any

O- > 0 and ap > 1, we can prove theorems concerning the convergence rate of

tail probabilities from the corresponding limit theorems for delayed, sums.

We note that while ß ranges from 0 to min(l, 2/p) in (4.1), the range of

ß in (4.2) is from 0 to r/p.  Our example in §2 shows that we cannot extend

the range of ß in (4.2). In that example, r = 1 and we can take any p > 1

since X,   is bounded. Now for any 0 < ß < 1,  since S      R has the same dis-
• c • n,nP

tribution as ¿   ß, it is easy to see from (2.4) that

(4.3) lim sup(8/a)S      Aß log n)%/n^ > 1    a.e.
n,Tj'

Therefore if ß > l/p, then lim supnjO0 n~1/pSn nß = oo a.e. This shows

that we cannot extend the range of ß in (4.2) beyond r/p. It is interesting

to note that in spite of (2.4), we have for any 0 < ß < 1,

,,  .. lim inf S      „ (log tz) /n" = -oo    a.e.
^•^> n—oo       n,np
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To prove (4.4), let Zn = (X„+1 + • • • + *„+{n/3]) (log «)%ß, Y = X„(log nf/nß.

Suppose (4.4) is not true. Then by the zero-one law, there exists a constant

c such that lim inf        (Y   + Z ) > c a.e. Since Z    is independent of
n—»oo      n n   — n *

(Y,, ... , Y )  and Z   -► a/8,  it follows from Lemma 1 in [ 11] that
l » '     n n _

lim infn_>oo Yn>c -ia/8)  a.e. But lim infn_too Yn =-oo  since EXjUoglXJ)

= -oo,and so we have a contradiction.

The proof of the equivalence of (1.4), (1.5) and (1.6) in [ll] is based on

the following analogue of the law of the iterated logarithm for delayed sums:

If Xj, X2, ... are i.i.d. and 0 < ß < 1, then

EX1=0,       EX2 a a2    and    E|X1|2/^(log+ |Xj| + l)~Uß < m

<4-5) a ,/,
«=» lim sup   max    \S    .|/Í2(l - ß)nß log tz!1/2 = a   a.e.

n-°°    \<t*  ß     n''

Theorem 3 below gives the one-sided analogue of (4.5).

Theorem 3.  Let Xj, X2,_be i.i.d. random variables such that EX. =0,

EX2 = a (<oo).  Then for 0 < ß < 1, the following statements are equivalent:

(4-6) J[x >e]X2/^(logX1)-1^z7P<oo,

(47) lim sup S     ß/{2(l-ß)nßlogn\1/2<a    a.e.,
n—»oo       n*n

(4 g) lim sup S     ß/\2(l-ß)nß logn\1'2 <oo    a.e.
rz—oo     «.«

Lemma 1. Let X be a nonnegative random variable such that Eg(X) < oo

for some nonnegative Borel function g.   Then there exists a positive nonde-

creasing function iff on [0, oo) such that lim ifj(t) = oo,   l¡n é(tp)/ifAt)

= 1 for all p> 0 and Eif/(X)g(X) < oo.

Proof.  Let F be the distribution function of X. Let (tz,), ..   be a se-

quence of integers such that n{ > 2, rzfe+1 > 2"k  and i        \ g(t) dF(t) < 2~k.

Let tz0 = 0 and define ifj(t) = z^1/2  for nft_1 <t<nk.   Obviously ifAt) Î oo   as

t Î oo  and

Joo      .
~mgU)dFit)= Z fr ^At)g(t)dFit)

<   J    ' git)dFit)+ X   ^1/22-(fe"1)<oo.
0 k = 2
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Proof of Theorem 3.  First suppose that Í4.6) holds. To prove (4.7), we

shall use the idea of Hartman and Wintner [7] in truncating the random vari-

ables from below. By Lemma 1, we can choose a positive nondecreasing func-

tion iff on [0, oo)  such that limi_00 if/it) = oo, lim^^ ifj(tp)/if/(t) = 1 for all

p > 0 and EXjizHIXjl) < oo. Without loss of generality, we can assume that

a > 0. Given 8 > 0, we pick an integer k > 1 such that k — ßk > 1 and then

choose e > 0 such that tk < 8. Define

*«    = *■ \-nV2Ü0g „r1/2(^))-1/2<Xn<^/2/(log „)] '

v(2) = x    ,
"  [Xn<-nß/2üoen)-1/2Wn)r^2V

Xn    = V[n/3/2/(log „)<Xn<e„/3/2(log n)l/2V

v(4) _ v   r

■   "   n[x>enß/2aognA'2Y

Let Í7   =X(1)-EX(1). Then EU   = 0, EU2 = a2 -> a2  and
n n n n * n n

\UJ < 2nß/2\(log tz)-1 + (log n)-l/2(ifj(n))- U2\ = y„ = o(nß/2(log n)~l/2).

Hence for \t\y. < 1,

exp{r2a2(l - |r| y.)/2} < E exp(/l/y) < expjrVd + M|/|yy)/2}

(cf. [12, p. 255]).  Therefore by Theorem 1 of [il],

(4.9) lim sup    max ,|17B+1 + • •• + Í7n+;|/{2(1 - ß)nß log rz!1/2 = a    a.e.
n—»oo    l<j<nF

We note that, since EXj = 0, we have for all large tz,

E|X(Di
T2     I

f */, ,X,dP+ f X.dP
Jtx1>B^2/(io8«)]  »      J[x1<-«^2ao««r1/2(^)r1/2l '

<2J(2//3)^TZ.8/2-1(logTz)3/^/[Xi>e]xf(logX1)-^i7P

+ TZ-^/2(log tz)1/2Wtz))-1/2EX2->(|X1|)

Therefore

r/8]

(4.10) lim    £E|XJ/>|/V3logTZ¡1/2 = 0.
n—oo y = 1 »
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It is obvious that

(4- n)     lim sup     max  (x£\ + ... + X(2)A/\nß log n\1/2 < 0    a.e.;

n—oo     \<j<nß

(4.12)
lim      max  (X<4). + • » » + X™.)/{»" log «î1/2 = 0

"-"   l<j<nß

a.e.

Since 0 < X^' < enp    (log tz)      , it can be shown as in the proof of Theorem

2 in [11] that

P\  max (X«\ + . • » + X«>y) > S(rz^ log rz) 1/21

< P| T ^„3+Vif^/2(1°g n)1/2! * *]

= 0(TZ^fei(logTz)3/^/Tz!fe).

Since k - ßk> 1, an application of the Borel-Cantelli lemma gives

(4-13)      lim sup    max (X^ + • • • + X™)/\nß log ni1/2 < 5    a.e.

«—?°     \<j<nß

As 5 is arbitrary, we obtain (4.7) from (4.9), (4.10), (4.11), (4.12) and (4.13).

Obviously (4.7) implies (4.8). Now assume (4.8). By the zero-one law,

there exists a finite constant c such that the lim sup in (4.8) is < c a.e.

Define

Yn = Xn/!2(l-/3)r/logTz!1/2,

Zn = (X„ + l + - + X„+[^]VÍ2(1 - ß)nß log tz!1/2.

?       ->             P
Since EX. = 0 and EXf =ff , Z   -► 0. Obviously Z    is independent of

(Yj, ... , Yn).  Since lim supn_00(YJJ + Zß) < c a.e., we obtain using Lemma

1 of [ll] that lim sup _ioo Y   < c a.e.   From this, (4.6) follows easily.

By using a similar argument as the proof in [ ll] of the equivalence of

(1.4), (1.5) and (1.6), we can obtain from Theorem 3 the following one-sided

theorem on the tail distribution of sample sums.

Theorem 4. Suppose Xj, X2, ... are i.i.d., EXj = 0, EX2 = ct2(<oo).

Then for any p > 2, the following statements are equivalent:

(4.14) /[Xi>e]X?(logX1)-^2iiP<oo,

(4.15) XTz"/2-2P[Sn>e(TzlogT2)1/2]<oo    /or«//e>a(p-2)1/2,
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(4.l6)J^np/2-2p[Supik log¿)-1/2Sfe>e] < oo    for a ll e > oip - 2)1/2,
Lk>n J

(4.17) ]Tnp/2-2P[Sn>e(n log n)1/2}<°°    for some e > 0.

5. Applications to the moments of the largest excess and the last time

of boundary crossings.  In this section, we shall consider moments of the last

time Tie, a)  and of the largest excess M(e, a) of certain boundary crossings

for the sample sums S    as defined in § 1.  These are related to the moments

of T j(e, a), Mj((, a)  for the original sample observations X^.  We now intro-

duce the following notation:   For p > 0, a > 0,

p,a) = f™tp«-2P[St>eta]dt,

p, a) = J" r^-^pTsup k~a Sk >  fl dt,

p, a) = E(M(e, a)){pa-~1)/a,       M(e, a) = sup (Sn - ena),

n>0

p, a) a E(T(e, a))**-1,     Tie, a) = sup,rz> l:Sn> en\ (sup <f> = 0),

p,a) = E(5T(£>a))^-1)/-,

p, a)af¿°tp°-2P[Xt>eta]dt,

p, a) = Jo°° tpa--2p\suP k~aXk > el dt,
Lfe>z J

p, a) = E(M Ae, a))(pa-l)/a,       M (e, a) = sup (Xn - ezza),

n>0

p, a) = E(T1(e, a))"*"1, T.(e, a) = supirz> l:Xn>fTzaS,

P^) = ^r^e,a/Pa-l)/a-

(5.1) jU

(5.2) 7(e

(5.3) m(e

(5.4) r{(

(5.5) sie

(5.6) Jde

(5.7) /'i

(5.8) tzZj(

(5.9) rx(e

(5.10)5^

Lemma 2.  Let S., S2, ... be any sequence of random variables (not nec-

essarily sample sums). Define SQa SQa 0, S   = Sri = max^ ...r i S., and de-

fine ](e; p, a), ¡(e; p, a), m(e; p, a), r(e; p, a) and s(e; p, a) as in (5.1)—(5-5).

Then, for any positive constants e, p, a with pa > I,

(5.11)

(5.12)

(pa - De(pa-l)/aI(2e; p, a) < m(e; p, a)

<(2{pa-»/a-ï)-1(pa-l)e(pa-»/aj(e/2;p,a),

r(e; p, a) < (pa- 1)7(e; p, a),
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(5.13) Apa-1)/ar(e;p, a) < s(e; p, a) < Kp<ypa-l)/ar(e; p, a)+ m(e; p, a)},

where Kpa= 1 if pa- I < a and Kp a = 2((i'a-1)/a>-1 if pa - 1 > a.

Proof.  Let r = (pa - l)/a. We note that

e-rm(e; p, a) = f~ pf"sup (S„ - ena) > if "'"l dt

<Z    (r P\ sup (Sn -ena)>etlf*\ dt

<tj:PlS(2ktUr)Va>2^et^dt

= £  2~fe'(pa- 1) f" ^a-2P[Sa>(e/2)zza]^.

fe = l

To complete the proof of (5.11), we have

7(2e; p, a) = J"o°° r^^pTsup k~aSk > 2el dt

< Jo°° tpa'2p[ sup iSn - erza) > eral dt = (pa-D^EiMie, a)/e)r.

Since P[T(e, a) > t] < P[supk>t k~aSk > e],  it is easy to see (5.12). Finally,

(5.13) follows immediately from the fact that

(5.14) fTa(e' a) -^ ̂ T(e.a) -< (T<X^ a) + suP(Sn - £r,a)-
n > 0

We remark that if X , X_, ... are i.i.d. random variables with EXj = 0 and

($n)  is the sequence of partial sums, then Lemma 2 and inequality (1.9) im-

ply that for a > 1/2, p > 1/2 and e > 0,

(5.15) m(e; p,a)<Ah    Ap^1)/a{E(X+/e)p + (E(X,/e)2)<pa-1)n2a-l)\
p, <X 1

where A    a > 0 is a universal constant depending only on p and a. In the

case p = 2 and a = 1, this reduces to E(sup >0(S   - erz)) < Ae~ EX     a re-

sult obtained by Kingman [10] by a different approach. In fact, Kingman

showed that the constant A  in the above upper bound can be taken to be 1/2.

This isa very sharp bound for small e in view of the fact that

lim eE fsup(5n - en)) = V2EX2
e 10       \rz>0 /

(see Theorem 7 below).
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Lemma 3. Suppose a > 1/2 and X,, X2, ... are i.i.d. random variables

with E|Xj|1/<x<oo. Assume further that EXj = 0 in the case a < 1. Letting

Sn = Xj + • • • + X , we have for any y > 0, e > 0,

EiTie, aW < oo =» E(T ftt, a))y < oo.

Proof.  Set Ak = [Xfe > 2eka], Bk = [\S k_j\ < ek°].  By the Marcinkiewicz-

Zygmund strong law of large numbers, n~aSn —> 0 a.e., and so lim^^ PÍB,

a 1. Since E\XA 1/a< oo,  lim^^ Pi\J°°=mA) = P(An i.o.) = 0, and so we

can choose ttzq such that PiBfe) - P(U°°=m A .) > % if k>m> mQ. By an ar-

gument due to Erdös [5], we then obtain that, for m > mQ,

P[T(e,a) > m] >   £   \ P(Ak n B.) - P
kan

1

MM!
>y   Z ^^/'[r.ti.a)^].

z% = nz

The desired conclusion then follows.

Lemma 4. Suppose X., X-, ... are z'.z.a". random variables and a > 0,

p > 1/a.  TTjerz /or all e > 0,

(pa-l)Jl(e;p,a)<rl(2-ae;p,a)    and   pa] t(e; p, a) < e~pE(xl)p.

Furthermore, if ] Ae; p, a) < oo for some e > 0, fTjerz E(X, )p < oo and

(5.16) /jd; p,a) > (E(X¡)p - l)/{2pa(l + E(Xp1/a)|.

Proof. We note that

rr(2- ae; p, a) = (pa -1) J"~ tpa-2P[T 1(2~ae, a) > r] A

= (pa- 1) j"o°° /i'a-2P[Xn > 2"aeTza  for some n>t]dt

>(pa-l)  f°° tpa-2p\  max  Xn > er a"| A
"'0 Lí<T2<2í J

>(pa-l) fQ°° tpa-2P[Xt>eta]dt.

It is also easy to see that

pa]x(e; p,a) = pa J" /«"^PtX, > era] ¿I

< pa f°° /^-iptXj > e/alzit < e~pE(X\)p.
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To prove (5.16), for any c > 0, define X¿(c) = Xfltx <e.i, X,(c) =

maxl<z<i X/c^' ^o^ = Xo^c- = °- Put n " W» and note '*«** for ' > 1»

P[Xt(c) > ta] = P[X¿c) > ra] + P[X2(c) > ia]P[X j(c) < ia]

+... + P[Xn(c) > ra]P[Xn_j(c) < ta] » » .P[Xj(c) < ta]

>TzP[X1(c)>ra]P"[X1(c)</a]

= TzP[X1(c)>ra](l-P[Xi>/a]).

Therefore, for t > 1,

^iP[Xj(c) > ia] < tzP[Xj(c) > /a] <P[Xt(c) > ta]\l + rzP[Xj(c) > ía]¡

< P[Xt(c) > ra] U + E(x|(c))1/a },    by the Markov inequality.

From this, it follows that

E(X¡(c))p -l<pa Jj°° tf^PÍX^c) > ta]dt

(5.17)
< 2pa{l + E(x\(c))1/a 1 j" tpa~2P[X(c) > ta]dt.

Suppose E(Xj )p = oo. Then E(x\(c))1/a = o(E(xl(c))p) as c -> oo, and so

it easily follows from (5.17) that /j(l; p,a) = oo. Hence /j(l; p,a) < t» im-

plies that E(X j )p < », and in this case, letting c ] oo in (5.17), we obtain

(5.16).
Lemmas 2, 3 and 4 together with the results in §3 give the following

theorem.

Theorem 5. Suppose Xj, X2, ... are i.i.d. random variables, S   =Xj +

• • • + X , and a > 0, p > 0 such that ap > 1.

(i) 7/ E(X j )p < oo, then for every e > 0, 7j(e; p, a), } j(e; p, a),

T7z,(e; p,a), r,(e; p,a) and Sj(e; p,a) are all finite.  Conversely, if one of the

above five quantities is finite ¡or some e > 0, then E(X l )p < oo.

(ii) Suppose E(X1)P < oo and a>]4. In the case a = 1, assume fur-

ther that EXj = 0. 7tz the case a < 1, assume further that EXj = 0 and

E|Xj|r < oo for some 2>r> 1/a.   Under these assumptions, l(e; p, a),

J (e; p, a), Tzz(e; p, a), r(e; p, a) and s(e; p, a) are finite for all e > 0.

(iii) Suppose a>Vi and E|Xj|1/a < oo. Assume further that EXj = 0

z'tz the case a < 1. If one of J(e; p, a), ] (e; p, a), m(e; p, a), r(e; p, a) and

s(e; p, a) is finite for some e > 0, then E(X j )p < oo.
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6. The limiting distribution and limiting moments of the last time and

largest excess of boundary crossings for sample sums.  The following theorem

gives the limiting distribution of T(e, a), M(e, a) and S-j-^ a\ as (| 0.

Theorem 6. Suppose W(t), t > 0,  is the standard Wiener process and Xj,

X2, ... are i.i.d. random variables with EX. = 0, EX2 = 1. Let S   = Xj +

•. • + X  , a > l/2, and define M(e, a) and T(e, a) for any e > 0 by (5.3) and

(5.4). Let M*(a) = sup^0(W(r) - ra), T*(a) = supíí > 0: W(t) > /*}.   Then

as e J.0,

(6.1) e2/(2a-l)T(i>a)_^r*(a)?

(6.2) f1/(2a-I)M(e,a)-£*AI*(a),

(6.3) cl/(2«-%r(ia>_l*(T*(a))a.

Proof.  (6.1) and (6.2) can be proved by an argument similar to that of

Robbins, Siegmund and Wendel [15] or that of  Müller, [19], who considered

the problem in the case a «= 1. Alternatively we can use a result of Robbins

and Siegmund [14, Theorem 2] in the following way. For any x > 0,

P[e2/(2a"1)T(e,a)>x]

= P[S„ > tna for some tz > e-2/(2a-°x]

= P[Sn > \fm(n/m)a  for some tz > xm],    where m = f-2/(2a-l),

— P[W(t) >ta  tor some t > x]    as ttz —» oo.

Similarly, given any x > 0, if we apply part (ii) of Theorem 2 in [14], where

we set g(t) = ta + x, then

P[e1/(2a-!)Me,a) > *] - p[m~l/2 sup(Sn - yfm~(n/m)a) > xl,

where m = e-2/<2«~» ,

= P[Tzz~1/25n > (rz/Tzz)a + x for some tz > l]

—» P[W(t) > ta+ x for some t > 0]     as rzz —» oo.

To prove (6.3), we note that ST(f a) < e(T(e, a) + l)a - Xr(f a)+1  and so

{i2/(2«-°(r(f,a) + Dr -tin2a-1)xTU>a)+l

(6.4)
>e1/(2a-%T(f>a)>(e2/(2a-1)T(e,a))a.
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Since EXj < oo implies that rz~  '   X    —* 0 a.e., it follows that

^^-1/2xr(e.a)+i—0.

By (6.1), f,/(2a"1»(T(i,a))I/2j-(r*(a))I/2. Therefore

if O ,l/(2a-l)v P   )0
(6.5) * AT(e.a)+l u-

From (6.1), (6.4) and (6.5), it is easy to see that (6.3) holds.

By making use of the inequality (1.9), we now obtain from Theorem 6 the

limiting moments of Tie,a), M(e, a) and Sj-/e a\ as (j 0.

Theorem 7.  With the same notations and assumptions as in Theorem 6,

if E(Xj )p < oo for some p > 2, then for any a>xA,

lim e2ipa~l)/(2a-VEÍTÍe, a))^"1   a ECr^a))**"1,
flO

lim ((Pa-l)/W(2a-l)\E{M^a)](pa-l)/a = £(M*(a))(pa~l)/a

elO

Iim f(i.a-l)/la(2a-l)lE(c «pa-D/a  = E(T*(a))*a-li
fl0 T(e.a)

The above relations also hold for 2 > p > 1/a.

Proof.  In view of Theorem 6, we need only show that (e2/(2a"1)r(i,a))pa~1

and (eU{2a-1)M(e, a)Apa-l)/a, 0 < e < 1,  are uniformly integrable, as this will

in turn imply that (e1/(2a-1)ST(fa))("a-1)/a,   0 < e < 1,  is also uniformly in-

tegrable by the inequality (5.14). First consider the case p > 2. Let 0 < 8

< Vi and define

(6.6) X;. =X.7[|x¿|ík]-EX.7[|xjsk],      Xn. = X.7[|x_|>k] - EX.7[|x|>fc],

where 7< > 0 is so chosen that

(6.7) E((X'[/8)+)p + (E(X\/8)2Ypa-1)/(2a-1) < 8.

Let

s'naX\ + ... + x'n,s"n = x/[+... + x"n

and define T'(e, a), M'(e, a) for S'n, TH(e, a) and M"(e, a) for S^. Using

Lemma 2 and (1.9), we obtain that for 0 < e< 1,
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e2(*a-1)/(2a-1)E(T"(Se, a))*"*"1

<A      f2(pa-l)/(2a-l)   £   „Pa-2p[" max  S". > (8e/4)n°]

tj = 1 Ll<;'<n   ; J

$ Bpiaf2(í,a~1)/(2a~1)ÍE((X"/Se)+)<' + (E(X"1/8e)2){pa-1)/í2a-1)\

- Bp,cP'    noting that P < 2(pa - l)/(2a - 1) since p > 2.

The constants A and B above depend only on p and a. Now take any

q > p and by a similar argument as in (6.8), we have

E(i2/(2a-l)T'((l-Ô)e,a))««"1

(6.9) < c   JE((X',)+)« + (E(X'.)2) («a-l)/(2a-l)}>
—     Q,a. i i

where C        is a positive constant depending only on q and a. Hence setting

Z(e, 8) = fi?/<2a-|)r'((l - 8)e,a))pa-\ we have the uniform integrability of

Z(e, 8), 0 < e < 1, and so we can choose r¡ > 0 such that if P(A) < r¡, then

EZie, 8)1A<8 for all 0 < e < 1. Since Tie, a) < T'iil - 8)e, a) + T"i8e, a), we

have established the uniform integrability of (e2/(2a-1)T(e,a))i'a-1, 0 < e< 1,

in the case p > 2.

Now let 2 > p > 1/a. Then by what we just proved, (e2/(2a_1)T(e, a))20-1

is uniformly integrable, and so (e2/(2a_1'T(e, a))*"*-1  is also uniformly inte-

grable. The desired conclusion for M(e, a) can be similarly proved.

Theorem 7 gives the asymptotic behavior of r(e; p,a) and m(e; p,a) as

e 1 0. It is also interesting to investigate the asymptotic behavior of ]ic, p, a)

and 7(e; p, a). This is given in the following theorem.

Theorem 8.  With the same notations and assumptions as in Theorem 6,

define jie; p,a), 7(e; p, a) by (5.1) and (5.2), and let 4>  denote the distribu-

tion function of the standard normal distribution. If E(X. )p < oo for some

p > 2, then for any a > lA,

lim £2(íza-l)/(2ct-l)/(e   p     ) = 2   f~ tpa-2{l _ ^^20-1)/'2))¿
elO Jo

(6.10) = 2 lim e2(pa-l)/(2a-l)   f~ /Pa-2p[ç   > f/a] rf
elO JO '-

(6 n) limipa - l)f2(pa-l)/(2a-l)/(f. ^ a) = ^^(a^Pa-l.
v ' elO

Proof.  To prove (6.10), we note that by a change of variable, we can write
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/(e; p, a)

(6.12)     _   _2(pa-l)/(2or-l)

. f " UP*~2KJ    ,,,,    n>e-1/(2*-"«a]¿a.
JO u(-2/(.2a-i) -

By Donsker's invariance principle, for any u > 0,

HmPtJ^/z^^e-1"2«-1)«*]

(6.13)
= P\ max   IV(/) > ua~lA  = 2(1 - *(*•«-*)).

Lo</<i      ~      J

It then follows from (6.12), (6.13) and Fatou's lemma that

(6.14) lim inf e2(»a-l)/(2a-Dj(£. p, a)
elO

>2  f"V*-2(l-<Ka{2a-1)/2))Ai.
-    Jo

To obtain the reverse inequality with lim inf replaced by lim sup, we

let 0 < 8 < 1 and define X'., X".  by (6.6) with K > 0 so chosen that (6.7) is

satisfied and 0 < a < 1 + 8, where a2 - E(X'j)2. Let S'n = X\ + • • • + X'n ,

Sn = X"l + " * * + X"n  and define /'(f; P'a)  for S«> Aï P'a) for S«'  Obviously

J(e; p, a) < j'((l - 8)e; p, a) + ]"(8e; p, a). Using the inequality (1.9) as in

(6.8), we obtain that

€2(pa-l)/(2a-l);«(&. p¡ a)

(6.15) < tpS«*»-™2*-» t  np«~2p[ «* tS^l*)) > rz«]

< Cf. a^>    where f;        and £       depend only on p and a.

Choose B > 1 large enough that ua - (2u)A > V2ua for all u>B and

2 J* a^-2(l - *&«*-* ))du < 8.

Let ? = (1 - 8)e/a. As in (6.12), we have

?.2(í,a-l)/(2a-l);í((l_s)í;pja)

(6.16) r
= f°°upa-2p\ iS'/a)>?-"(2*-»u"\du.

b<«t -2/(2a-1) J
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By the dominated convergence theorem,

P up°-2p\ max (S', /o) > ^-l/Ua-l)^"] du

(6.17) _^     p tti,a-2p[" max   U/0) > ua-\ï\ du     (as  e _ 0)
J0 |_0<(<1

<2 r~8^-2(i-*(ii(2a-i)/2))rf«.
-    Jo

Using the Levy inequality [12, p. 248], we obtain for u > B,

p\        max (S'./o)>7'-1^2a-1)u^\
I      ?-2/(2a-l)    ' J

(6.18) '"-

<2P[5'      „„    ,Jo>y2?-in2a-l)ua], since ua-(2u)>A > V2uc
[u?'"2/(2a-1)]      "

We now apply an estimate, due to Esseen [6], to the above probability:

Let k be a positive integer such that k — 2 > 2ipa — l).  Then there exist

positive constants c., c,  depending on the absolute moments E|Xj|   jEjXjl-5,

• •• , E|Xj|* such that for all tz = 1, 2, • • •  and all real x,

\P[S'n < o^ñx] - <PU)| < CjTZ-* (1 + |x|3)e-*2/2 + c2tz-(¿-2)/2

(cf. [6, pp. 73-76]). Set tz = [dt~2 f {2a--1)] for u > B.  Then tz > 1 if ? < 1.

Therefore applying the above estimate, we have for ?" < 1 and u>B,

Pls'n/o> j£-1/<2a-1)na] < p[s'n > y2o^ua-iA]

(6.19) < 1 - W2ua-Vl ) + CjTZ-H(l + ui{a~1A)) expWl/S)«20-1)

+ 2(fe-2)/2c ^.(k-2)/(2a~l)u-(k-2)/2i

Since  (k - 2)/2 > pa - 1, it then follows from (6.19) that

"W* 2 JT P[S['„?-2/(2a-l)/-> K7"l/i2*-\*]uP*-*du

(6.20)

< 2 Jß°°(l - í.fózz'1-^))«^-2^ < 8.

It then follows from (6.15), (6.16), (6.17), (6.18) and (6.20) that
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lim sup e2<i>a-l)/(2a-4)/(f. p.a)
e 1 0

< £pa8 + io/il - 5))2(¿>a-l)/(2a-l)/2 J* upa-2{ l.^(u^a-l)/2))du + d

Since a < 1 + 8  and S is arbitrary, we therefore have

lim sup e2(Pa-l)/(2a-l)/(t.      ft) < 2   fco ^^ _ <j>(2/(2ct-l)/2))^>

elO "     J0

In a similar way, we can obtain the asymptotic behavior of

f~tpa-2P[St>eta]dt

as e J.0 given in (6.10).  Finally, we note that

Pfsup k~aSk > el > P[T(e, a) > t] > pfsup k~aSk > e

and so (6.11) follows immediately from Theorem 7.
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